AUTOMATED WASTE COLLECTION
July/August 2020

Cart Roll Out
One trash cart & one recycling cart
for residents at no cost!
WHAT:
The new system eliminates manual labor through
the usage of an automated waste truck with an
attached robotic arm that will pick up the carts to
empty trash and recycling. Residents can simply
fill their cart with trash and recycling, store it
away, and easily roll it out on their specific pickup
day. If the cart does not need to be emptied, feel
free to keep it until next collection.

WHEN:
July/August 2020

Large wheels make it easy for the
resident to move and to roll the
cart in all conditions and surfaces
Weather and Animal Resistant the cart can withstand up to 44 MPH
winds
Hinged lids keep waste enclosed
and prevents lids from being lost
Residents can use the handle for
full control and easy maneuvering
of the cart
The 95 gallon sized cart is designed
to save floor space as well as hold
maximum capacity
29.2'' W x 33.3'' D x 43.5'' H
approx. eight 13 gallon trash bags

HOW:
Residents will receive an informational guide, two
no-cost carts (one for trash and another for
recycling), directions, and the exact week of their
rollout. Carts shall be placed curbside with the
wheels facing towards the house. Carts must be
accessible to the trucks for the collection process.
BENEFITS OF THE NEW SYSTEM:
Cleaner and healthier environment for residents
Easier for residents - no need to buy cans, adds
privacy and improved convenience
Creates uniform, professional look within the city
Worker safety and worker satisfaction
Job interchangeability and job opportunities
Recycling diversion rate increases
Overall aesthetically pleasing community

OLD

NEW
Bagged Trash
in Roll Out Cart

Loose Recycling
in Roll Out Cart

WHAT'S
CHANGING?

Waste Collector physically
picks up each bag and tosses
it into the truck

HAVE A GENERAL CONCERN
OR QUESTION?

Robotic arm automatically picks
up each cart and empties it
directly into the truck

WHAT IS STAYING
THE SAME?
Resident's "trash day" will remain the

Text or Call: 262-358-6511

same

Email: waste@kenosha.org

the same

A/B recycling collection will remain
Elderly/handicapped collection will
remain the same
Bulk pick up will remain the same

HAVE A SPECIFIC CONCERN

Additional waste services will remain

OR QUESTION?

Cart still must be put out by 6:00AM

Call Public Works: 262-653-4050

For more detailed information:
Website: kenosha.org
Kenosha Public Works: 262.653.4050

Email: waste@kenosha.org

the same
on the day of collection

